
From MIT.EDU
Sent Monday January 2011 1126AM

To ithaka.org

Cc @mit.edu

Subject RE MIT Abuse Recurrence

good Ill confer with our team here and well let you know when we are ready to change the IP range list to just

single IP address

MIT Libraries

mit ed

http//libraries.mit.edu/scholarly

From ithaka.org

Sent Monday January 03 2011 1050 AM

To
Cc
Subject RE MiT Abuse Recurrence

Thanks

am in agreement We are releasing our CSP program this week and though the code is ready our team would like some

delay in order to make sure the site is stable and working Please do what you think is necessary to prevent this from

recurring and do let us know if additional information would be helpful

As you might expect we are very concerned and are very much desiring resolution that includes the identification of

thee individual and recovery of the content

Best

From MIT.EDU
Sent Monday January 03 2011 1047 AM

To
Cc
Subject RE MiT Abuse Recurrence

Hello weve all been on furlough as budget cutting measure so Im just seeing this Ill follow up

Id like to suggest however that we move forward with the addition of another layer of authorization rather than wait

As you know weve been delaying this pending the new JSTOR landing page but it seems good idea to make the

change before too much more time goes by So unless you think the landing page is ready for us to test this week



perhaps we could make the move to what we call econtrol and then we could add the landing page later if/when it is

ready

MIT Libraries

mit ed

http//libraries.mit.edu/scholarly

From ithaka.org

Sent Sunday December 26 2010 1102 PM

To
Cc
Subject MiT Abuse Recurrence

Good Evening

We have identified activity this evening around 900 pm that resembles the abuse of the JSTOR archive previously

reported on 9/25-9/26 and 10/9 of this year

The activity is originating from 18.55.6.240 and we believe that it may be from the Dorrance Building on the MIT

campus We will be suspending the Class range 18.55.6 and monitoring closely for additional activity suspending

access as necessary

We are requesting that every effort be made to identify the individuals responsible and to ensure that the content taken

in this incident and those previously mentioned is secured and deleted detailed report of the activity and the content

acquired will follow

JSTOR Portico

@ithaka.org


